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1. Introduction

This study aims to observe a patterned confusing among Korean native speakers when 

they transcribe English words that contain mid front vowels /æ/ and /e/, and to provide an 

explanation for the phenomenon. As previous studies have argued, mid front vowels 

conventionally differentiated as ‘ㅐ’/ɛ/ and ‘ㅔ’/e/ are merged in the vowel system of 

modern Korean (Kim & Han 2000; 곽충구 2003; 신하영 2013; Shin, Kiaer, & Cha 2013: 

99-100 among others). As in <Table 1> the two phones have similar mean values of the 

first and second formants, and their distribution generally overlaps, indicating the fact that 

they are not differentiated in Korean speakers’ production. Also in perception, Korean 

speakers cannot distinguish the difference between two sounds synthesized with different 

formant values (Eychenne & Jang 2015) or between two mid front vowels /e/ and /æ/ 

produced by a native English speaker (Ingram & Park 1997; Tsukada et al. 2005). 

* This paper was a translated version from Korean. The original one, titled ‘한국어 전설 중모음 합류와 영어 
차용어 표기 양상: 사회관계망을 통한 분석,’ was presented at the 12th CAU Graduate School English 
Language and Literature Conference.



F1 (Standard distribution) F2 (Standard distribution)

이재강(1998)
Yang (1996)

이재강(1998) Yang (1996)
Male Female Male Female

‘ㅐ’/ɛ/ 504 (73) 591 (75) 677 (108) 2225 (359) 1849 (106) 2285 (169)
‘ㅔ’/e/ 485 (64) 490 (105) 650 (113) 2229 (358) 1968 (150) 2377 (77)

<Table 1> F1 and F2 values of Korean mid front vowels

Notwithstanding the fact that these two sounds are not distinguished in production and 

perception of native speech, the National Institute of the Korean Language suggests a 

normative guideline where English /æ/ is to be transcribed as ‘ㅐ’ and /e/ as ‘ㅔ,’ and the 

public generally finds no difficulty in following it. This situation seems quite interesting, in 

that the input form of a foreign word in loanword phonology is assumed to be composed 

of differentiated sounds units among the source language’s surface representation (Silverman 

1992; Yip 1993; Kenstowicz 2005). Therefore, we need an explanation for this phenomenon 

in which Korean speakers transcribe differently two sounds that are not distinguished in 

their native language. Moreover, for some words like “내비게이션(←navigation)” and “페

널티(←penalty),” people more often use the opposite letter to the standard orthography, i.e., 

“네비게이션” and “패널티,” respectively. In those odd forms letter ‘ㅔ’ is used to 

transcribe English /æ/, while ‘ㅐ’ is used for /e/, which shows the opposite pattern of what 

the norm regulates. From this backgrounds, this study shows that this coexistence of the 

following of the norm and the showing of the opposite pattern does exist in Twitter, a 

social media. Then it tries to provide an explanation for it.

2. Analysis of the orthographic pattern through Twitter

This study investigated all Korean tweets between the period of October 20 to 29, 

2015. Among them, only the occurrences of English loanwords that contain /æ/ or /e/ were 

of interest. As it is nearly impossible to directly access the raw data of all tweets, this 

study utilized R (R Core Team 2015), a statistical programming language, and “TwitteR” 



(Gentry 2015), an R package that interacts with Twitter.

For the scope of loanwords, this study followed 김순임(2007), which surveyed 1,948 

Korean native speakers and listed up 100 frequently used English loanwords. Among the 

100 words, 34 had mid front vowels. <Table 2> shows the scope of the analysis.

# Word # Word # Word # Word
1 갭 10 매뉴얼 19 아웃렛 27 콘텐츠

2 내비게이션 11 멘트 20 옴부즈맨 28 테마

3 네거티브 12 백업 21 이벤트 29 페널티

4 네트워크 13 벤처기업 22 인센티브 30 프레젠테이션

5 네티즌 14 벤치마킹 23 인터넷뱅킹 31 프로그램

6 네티켓 15 샘플 24 캠페인 32 프로젝트

7 데이터 16 셀카 25 캡처 33 핸디캡

8 데이터베이스 17 스태프 26 콘셉트 34 홈페이지

9 마케팅 18 스팸

<Table 2> The scope of the analysis

The actual R script that collects the tweets that contain each keyword is presented as 

<Figure 1> below. I first counted the occurrences of the correct transcription and odd 

transcription*, and then the proportion of odd among all occurrences (that is, 

÷ ) 

<Figure 1> An R script that returns the frequency of keyword among all tweets

* For instance, the second word in <Table 2> which is ‘내비게이션(←n[æ]vigation)’, I first put ‘내비게이션’(/æ/ 
transcribed as ‘ㅐ’) as vector keyword to count the frequency (Correct) and then again put ‘네비게이션’(/æ/ transcribed as 
‘ㅔ’) as vector keyword to calculate the frequency (Odd). 



<Table 3> presents the proportion of the norm is applied in the opposite way, i.e., /æ/ 

as ‘ㅔ’ and /e/ as ‘ㅐ.’ Shaded cells in the table represent the cases where /æ/ is 

transcribed as ‘ㅔ,’ which is against the norm, and hatched cells (#14 and #28) are 

loanwords that contain both /æ/ and /e/. For “내비게이션(←navigation)” and “페널티(←

penalty),” confused notation exceeded 50%. The three top words in <Table 3> are 

exceptional in that they are more often notated with the opposite letters while /æ/ and /e/ 

in other loanwords are correctly transcribed as the norm. 

Correct Odd Confusion 
rate (%) Correct Odd Confusion 

rate (%)
1 페널티 패널티 79.38 19 데이터 대이터 0.13

2 내비게이션 네비게이션 69.68 20 프로젝트 프로잭트 0.11
3 매뉴얼 메뉴얼 27.23 21 콘셉트 콘샙트 0.11
4 벤치마킹 밴치마킹 3.47 22 프로그램 프로그렘 0.11
5 인센티브 인샌티브 3.07 23 네거티브 내거티브 0.10
6 스태프 스테프 2.69 24 홈페이지 홈패이지 0.02
7 스팸 스펨 1.95 25 백업 벡업 0.02
8 샘플 셈플 0.83 26 셀카 샐카 0.02
9 멘트 맨트 0.70 27 네티즌 내티즌 0.01
10 핸디캡 헨디캡 0.69 28 캠페인 켐패인 0.01
11 캠페인 캠패인 0.62 29 이벤트 이밴트 0.01
12 테마 태마 0.37 30 마케팅 마캐팅 0.01
13 아웃렛 아웃랫 0.26 31 갭 겝 0.00
14 인터넷뱅킹 인터냇벵킹 0.25 32 네티켓 내티켓 0
15 캡처 켑처 0.22 33 데이터베이스 대이터베이스 0
16 콘텐츠 콘탠츠 0.19 34 벤처기업 밴처기업 0
17 캠페인 켐페인 0.18 35 옴부즈맨 옴부즈멘 0
18 네트워크 내트워크 0.17 36 프레젠테이션 프래젠테이션 0

<Table 3> The result of Twitter analysis 

3. Discussion

As mentioned earlier, English /æ/ and /e/ are not expected to be differentiated in the 

course of loanword acceptance because mid front vowels are not distinguished in Korean 

phonemic system. However, /æ/ and /e/ are differently transcribed in the orthography of 



English loanwords. This situation indicates that another factor external to phonology plays 

more role in acceptance: the orthography of the source language. 이진성 (2000) points out 

that /p, t, k/ are transcribed in Korean as ㅍ, ㅌ, ㅋ, rather than ㅃ, ㄸ, ㄲ which are 

phonetically more similar to the original language. The transcription of English mid front 

vowels can be another example where the orthography of the source language impacts the 

transcription of loanwords. 

However, we should take note that in a few exceptions like “페널티(←penalty),” “내

비게이션(←navigation)” and “매뉴얼(←manual),” the odd form is more preferred. In 

accepting those words, loanword-phonological rules are primarily applied before the English 

orthography. That is to say, Korean speakers may have encountered those words as 

p[E]nalty, n[E]vigation and m[E]nual, respectively ([E] here indicates a mid front vowel not 

specifically /æ/ or /e/). After that, [E] is realized as ‘ㅐ’ or ‘ㅔ’ in Korean orthography.

Then, which one to choose for this [E]? The mechanism that makes Korean speakers 

select ‘ㅔ’ or ‘ㅐ’ is from the phonotactic possibility and lexical strata. <Table 3> show us 

another interesting fact. On that table, /æ/ is more often mistakenly transcribed as ‘ㅔ’ than 

/e/ is transcribed as ‘ㅐ.’ Considering that Korean lexicon has three strata of native, 

sino-Korean and foreign words, people have learned that ‘ㅔ’ is the more frequent mid 

front vowel among foreign sub-lexicon and when they are forced to choose between ‘ㅔ’ 

and ‘ㅐ’ they choose ‘ㅔ.’

4. Conclusion

This study has shown the pattern of confused transcription of mid front vowels in 

English loanwords, and tried to present underlying factors beneath the phenomenon. 

Accepting English words that contain /æ/ or /e/, the source orthography plays more role 

than loanword-phonological processes. However, some cases have shown that phonotactic 

possibility and the stratified lexicon play a role in confused notation.

The data analyzed in this study is the most suitable for this kind of research as 



people using Twitter feel freer from the normative pressures, and they tend to be more 

abide by their linguistic intuition. Moreover, this study is qualitatively different from other 

recent studies that deal with Twitter data, including 손예희·김지연 (2010) and 이정복 

(2011, 2013, 2014), in that this study broaden the sphere of analysis from sociolinguistic 

topics to (loanword) phonology. Also, this study successfully analyzed more than 100 

thousand tweets to derive significant implications, while those previous studies only looked 

at a very few number of tweets. 
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